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ABSTRACT
It is widely accepted that content-based image retrieval
(CBIR) can be extremely useful for computer-aided
diagnosis (CAD). However, CBIR has not been
established in clinical practice yet. As a widely
unattended gap of integration, a unified data concept for
CBIR-based CAD results and reporting is lacking. Picture
archiving and communication systems and the workflow
of radiologists must be considered for successful data
integration to be achieved. We suggest that CBIR
systems applied to CAD should integrate their results in
a picture archiving and communication systems
environment such as Digital Imaging and Communications
in Medicine (DICOM) structured reporting documents. A
sample DICOM structured reporting template adaptable
to CBIR and an appropriate integration scheme is
presented. The proposed CBIR data concept may foster
the promulgation of CBIR systems in clinical environments
and, thereby, improve the diagnostic process.
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INTRODUCTION
Modern data processing technologies facilitate the
convenient transfer and storage of digital imaging
data. The challenge today is to successfully retrieve
the relevant details from the enormous amount of
existing data. In clinical practice, archives hosting
images from medical examinations are usually
based on the Digital Imaging and Communications
in Medicine (DICOM) standard.1 2 Traditionally,
alphanumerical attributes (eg, the patient’s name,
examined body part, or imaging modality) are used
to query images within the DICOM database. Such
image annotations are based frequently on manually entered information, a method that has several
disadvantages, including possible misspellings and
insufﬁcient description of the image content,
leading to substantial costs due to failed queries.
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) identiﬁes
images by their content, utilizing visual information for retrieval.3 4 This method has led to
increasing interest in medical applications of CBIR
techniques.4e6 In the context of computer-aided
diagnosis (CAD), the typical application of CBIR
supports differential diagnosis, that is, distinction
between two or more diseases by systematic
comparison to known categories in pathology. The
aim of CBIR is to provide the radiologist with
an easily accessible diagnostic aid. Relevant past
cases are automatically identiﬁed along with their
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diagnosis and other suitable information, providing
the radiologist with additional evidence for the
diagnostic assessment.
CBIR has the potential to improve the quality
and efﬁciency of clinical care processes.5 Many
CBIR prototypes have demonstrated the manifold
beneﬁts of CBIR for medical systems.6 7 It is
expected that CBIR will gain even more acceptance
when clinical CBIR applications become part of the
radiologist’s everyday routine.5 However, CBIR
systems commonly fail to bridge the gap between
imaging and medical information systems. Hence,
integration into clinical practice remains
hampered.8 From our perspective, one reason for
this deﬁciency is a missing data concept for CBIR
results that supports integration into the radiologist’s workﬂow with picture archiving and
communication systems (PACS).

Currently, most CBIR systems do not integrate
with PACS or any other information system used
in the intended domain of hospital information
systems (HIS).9e11 CBIR is operated exclusively as
a dedicated stand-alone system or as a component
incorporated into PACS.12
Stand-alone workstations cannot exchange information with other components of HIS and radiology
information systems. For instance, the IDEM
system13 runs on a workstation that retrieves images
similar to those pre-selected, which are imported
from the PACS. Manually labeled images can be
exported to PACS in DICOM format. The ASSERT
system14 uses a physician-in-the-loop approach to
obtain images of a pre-conﬁgured database. In addition, medGIFT/GIFT15 is an open-source framework
for content-based searching in medical image databases that require application-speciﬁc implementation.
PACS components limit the radiologist’s options
to particular software add-ons provided by
a speciﬁc system’s manufacturer. For instance, the
cbPACS16 embeds CBIR functionalities into the
relational database management of PACS. This
process is undertaken by providing an interpreter
for SQL commands that is extended by CBIR. The
COBRA model17 is an architecture that extends
arbitrary PACS with CBIR capabilities. Grid-solutions for the storage of CBIR data have also been
proposed.18
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However, none of these CBIR systems include a concept for
storing CBIR results. Thus, evidence cannot be recorded,
hindering the reproduction of diagnoses based on CBIR results as
well as the discussion of critical ﬁndings with other physicians.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
To identify the information required to support diagnoses, we
applied CBIR to CAD, including input and output data as well
as all information required for interpreting and reproducing the
CBIR response. The following items should be included in
a CBIR result document:
< CBIR system: In environments with different, exchanged, or
updated CBIR systems, information about the used CBIR
system and its parameterization is essential to the precise
understanding of the query response.
< Image or region of interest (ROI) of query: According to
the query by example paradigm, the input to the CBIR
system may be an examination image or an ROI (ie, used to
focus on a speciﬁc area or pattern) that is predeﬁned by the
radiologist.
< Reference database: Every new examination allows the
feature database to grow, leading to varying CBIR results
based on when individual queries are processed. Reproducibility is established by logging the exact date and time of
every reference set created in the system. Furthermore, any
restrictions to the reference database require monitoring. For
example, a CBIR request on a mammographic pattern is
usually compared to other mammograms only.
< Result images: The report should include all the information
that directly addresses the corresponding DICOM images in
the PACS (ie, Study, Series, and Simple Object Pair (SOP)
Instance UID).
< Similarity scores: In addition to the image pattern, the
similarity score computed by the CBIR system is of particular
interest to the radiologist.
We suggest using the DICOM standard for reliable data
integration (ie, DICOM SR and DICOM SR templates) (see
online supplementary appendix). The DICOM SR templates
have been developed and approved by experts from a variety of
professional backgrounds, which enhances their value. Approved
SR sub-trees are reused in the CBIR domain. In particular, our
templates are derived from the corresponding mammography
CAD SR (TID 4000) and the chest CAD SR (TID 4100)
templates due to their direct relation to CBIR.
Five templates (ﬁgure 1)19 are combined as an integration
scheme for CBIR response data. The main or root template

‘CBIR Root’ contains the query image or the query ROI. If an
ROI has been speciﬁed, the source image is listed. ‘CBIR Root’
includes the standard template TID 1204 ‘Language of Content
Item and Descendant’ to specify the selected language. ‘CBIR
Root’ further includes two sub-templates:
< ‘CBIR Reference Database’ holds a concrete list of image IDs
or the abstract search criteria deﬁning a special view within
the image database. Search criteria are given as DICOM
attribute tags, divided into group and element number.
Alternatively, a search string may be speciﬁed. For example,
to restrict the view on data on male smokers, an entry for
patient gender with DICOM group number ‘0010’ and
element number ‘0040’ is denoted with the value ‘M.’
Smoking status is given by a second entry holding the
group and element numbers ‘0010’ and ‘21A0,’ respectively,
and the value ‘YES.’
< ‘CBIR Execution’ includes the standard template TID 4019
‘Algorithm Identiﬁcation,’ which speciﬁes the CBIR algorithm with the particular product version and parameters.
‘CBIR Execution’ further contains the retrieved images by
their DICOM SOP Class UID and their similarity scores.

EXEMPLARY IMPLEMENTATION
Based on our proposal, a working system for CBIR and PACS
integration has been established. The system was implemented
in C++ using the DICOM toolkit ‘DCMTK,’20 with the
DCMTK module ‘dcmsr’ offering methods for accessing,
reading, creating, writing, modifying, printing, and viewing
DICOM SR documents. To validate system capabilities, we
installed a test bed and implemented the core parts of the
system:
< CBIR adapter: This module was implemented with complete
functionality. The CBIR adapter21 is enabled to receive the
CBIR request, to exchange data with PACS, to operate the
CBIR system, and to create a CBIR SR document based on
the proposed CBIR SR template.
< CBIR system: The test bed is based on the Image Retrieval in
Medical Applications framework.22 Image Retrieval in
Medical Applications provides both an invocation by
system command and a Simple Object Access Protocol
interface for the exchange of parameters and results.21
< PACS: We limited our PACS to the DICOM Application
Entity accomplished by DCMTK20; this restriction provides
sufﬁcient functionality for retrieving and storing DICOM
objects.
< CBIR trigger: A script transferring DICOM information on
the query image to the CBIR adapter initiates the CBIR
process.
< SR viewer: The IRMACON SR viewer was developed23 to
help overcome the general DICOM SR viewer’s limited
layout capabilities.23
These components can be used in any PACS environment, and
only the plug-ins for triggering CBIR and viewing SR documents
are vendor-speciﬁc and dependent on the actual clinical setting.
The integration scheme and workﬂow, including all communication steps, are depicted in ﬁgure 2 and box 1, respectively.

USER INTERFACE

Figure 1 Composition of the content-based image retrieval Structured
Reporting template.
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The IRMACON SR viewer combines hanging protocols (ie,
a consistent arrangement of components on the screen, typically
applied for examination images in radiology) with convenient
access to meta-information that is retrieved automatically from
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examination is obtained by double-clicking the displayed image
(ﬁgure 3, bottom). Available diagnostic reports are listed next to
the response image. Selecting a report (double click) launches
a speciﬁc application (eg, a PDF viewer) and displays the report’s
content.

EVALUATION

Figure 2 System overview of CBIR integration with PACS/RIS/HIS
components (arrows point from the initiator of a step towards the
destination). Communication is realized by DICOM network protocol,
Health Level 7 (HL7) messages, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP),
HTTPS, and by utilizing the API of the PACS vendor. PACS, CBIR adapter,
and SR adapter are DICOM Application Entities and, therefore, enabled to
communicate over the DICOM network protocol.
the radiology information systems. The starting page shows the
query and the CBIR response in descending order of similarity
(ﬁgure 3, top). Detailed diagnostic information on the particular

Based on the exemplary implementation and the presented
example, the requirements of the proposed CBIR SR document
are then veriﬁed:
< CBIR system: Relevant facts on the CBIR algorithm, its
parameters, and the database conﬁguration are available to
the radiologist. By employing the CBIR response, the
radiologist can use this information to make a diagnosis.
< Image or ROI of query: The SR document contains all
information required to identify the particular query image or
ROI, which was input for the CBIR request.
< Reference database: The timestamp speciﬁes the database
searched. As CBIR systems generally do not hold metainformation such as date of examination, patient gender, etc,
additional search criteria are used to ﬁlter the response
following CBIR execution. This step can be time consuming
as each corresponding DICOM header must be retrieved from
PACS and processed.
< Result images: The CBIR SR information is sufﬁcient to
identify and address the corresponding examinations in the
PACS.
< Similarity scores: The SR document refers to the result
images in descending order according to their similarity score,
providing the radiologist with a quick overview of image
relevance.

Box 1 Workflow and communication steps in content-based image retrieval (CBIR) and picture archiving and communication
systems (PACS) integration
Step 1: The radiologist at the PACS client initiates the plug-in ‘CBIR trigger,’ which is based on the application programming interface (API)
of the PACS, and selects the query image or ROI.
Step 2: The CBIR trigger initializes a connection to the CBIR adapter. A Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) message is sent; this
message contains all information relevant for CBIR, the DICOM Study, Series, and SOP Instance UID of the query image, and if
applicable, the ROI annotated by the physician.
Step 3: The CBIR adapter checks if the query image has already been processed by the CBIR system. An internal mapping database
records all processed images on both PACS and CBIR. If the image is new to the CBIR system, the CBIR adapter retrieves the
DICOM file from PACS via DICOM C-MOVE and continues with step 4, else with step 6.
Step 4: The DICOM file is converted into a CBIR-applicable graphics format by the CBIR adapter. It is then passed to the CBIR system via
a SOAP message.
Step 5: The CBIR system extracts features from the image and stores the data in its internal database, creates a unique identifier for the
newly processed image, and returns the image to the CBIR adapter.
Step 6: The CBIR adapter sends to the CBIR system a SOAP message that includes the CBIR identifier of the query image. The CBIR system
subsequently executes the retrieval of similar images found in its reference database and returns them together with their similarity scores.
Step 7: The CBIR adapter creates a CBIR SR document comprising all references to the corresponding DICOM UIDs of the CBIR response
images. The CBIR SR document is stored in the PACS by DICOM C-STORE.
Step 8: The display on the PACS client is updated. The CBIR SR document is listed now, and the radiologist activates the DICOM SR viewer plug-in.
Step 9: The SR viewer calls an HTML page from the SR adapter on the CBIR server. The required context information is provided in the URL.
Step 10: The SR adapter retrieves the DICOM SR document from PACS and converts it into XML for parsing.
Step 11: The SR adapter retrieves all DICOM images that are listed in the SR document and converts them into a suitable graphics format
for presentation in a web browser.
Step 12: The SR adapter sends a Health Level 7 (HL7) message to the RIS or the HIS, and diagnostic findings of examinations referenced in
the SR document are retrieved.
Step 13: The SR adapter generates HTML output containing the collected information.
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Figure 3 IRMA CBIR results
presented by the IRMACON viewer,
entry page above (A) and detail page
below (B) together with an exemplary
diagnostic document.

DISCUSSION
The potential impact of CBIR on CAD, evidence-based medicine, or case-based reasoning has been described frequently in the
literature, but CBIR has not yet been widely employed in clinical
practice. Here, we propose the introduction of a DICOM SR
document to interface CBIR with PACS. In general, we assume
that future CAD systems will rely on DICOM SR.24 Integrating
the Healthcare Enterprise25 is a global initiative by healthcare
professionals aimed at addressing interoperability challenges
associated with healthcare systems and information resources.
J Am Med Inform Assoc 2011;18:506e510. doi:10.1136/amiajnl-2010-000011

Healthcare Enterprise uses DICOM SR extensively for document
encoding,26 which shows its high relevance and acceptance in
healthcare systems. In general, CAD and PACS integration tends
to incorporate CAD results as DICOM SR documents.12 27e29
Recently, DICOM has been extended by Supplement 118,
Application Hosting,30 which proposes an open, standardized
application programming interface for a DICOM-based image
processing and analysis system; the aim of this system is to
develop portable applications that are capable of plugging into
any host. Application Hosting simpliﬁes the CBIR adapter and
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supersedes any application programming interface-based plug-in
implementation for the PACS. The convenient coupling of such
external CAD systems is certain to foster further integration of
CBIR with PACS. However, the proposed concept to manage
CBIR responses will still be required for adequate bridging of the
gap between imaging and information systems.
While this paper addresses the data integration problem of
CBIR results, two general paradigms of CBIR for CAD must also
be mentioned. (i) The diversity of symptoms known to the
reference database has a crucial inﬂuence on the retrieval quality,
and hence, high-quality CBIR-CAD requires a signiﬁcant
number of already processed PACS examinations, which are not
yet considered in the test bed. (ii) At the moment, the performance of CBIR systems do not fulﬁll the general requirements of
radiological routine. Existing solutions are mostly specialized on
certain diseases and implemented proprietarily. However,
a consistent and reliable data integration scheme supports the
further development of CBIR in CAD.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

CONCLUSIONS
A gap in CBIR-CAD integration in clinical practice was identiﬁed and a possible solution suggested. To obtain the predicted
beneﬁts for CAD, CBIR results must be encoded in a standardized format and integrated into PACS and HIS to meet radiologists’ workﬂow requirements. These steps are essential for
bridging the gap between imaging and medical systems. As long
as physicians are required to incorporate individual CBIR results
manually into the diagnostic ﬁndings, CBIR will not become
part of clinical practice. The proposed system architecture
using DICOM SR documents may bridge this gap. This
proposed technology follows the general paradigm of healthcare
information systems, to provide ‘the right information, in the
right place, at the right time,’31 32 and it merges imaging and
information systems in healthcare.
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